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Announcement no: HDC (161)-PWM lU/zOZt/495

Project: Design, Supply & lnstallation of CCTV surveillance system in Hiyaa Housing Project in

Hulhuma16 Phase ll

Attachment:

1. Section 3 Form of Letter of Tender (Revised)
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Queries Reply

1 ln minimum requirement it has mentioned that
the storage should be good quality, now that we

have to deliver the storage to 30 days, how do
you determine it what is the frame rate or
resolution since good quality can be anything it
depends on the requirement.?

The good minimum quality for the recording is 480p

and for recording resolution go to 720p this is our
preferred spec.

2 For the flooring is there any duct already

installed or do we have to put casing?

yes, in the corridor there are existing cable trays that
can be used laying the cables to the cameras.

Wherever the existing cable trays are not feasible to
use, the contractor shall ensure for cable installation

that that the cable shall be protected and shouldn't
be easily breakable. Hence the contractor shall carry

out site su rvey and shall consider all the requirements

for detail desiBn of the Project.

3 A percentage shall be allotted against design

stage by the Employer to avoid any possibility of
doubts/grey area.

Maximum 10%

4 Since you have not provided us a design but you

have given a floor plan with proposed camera

locations, can we suggest additionalcameras or

changes of locations and which could increase

the number of cameras?

The Project is design and build. You can submit any

design during design stage which will be subject to

Employe/s approval during the design stage. The

detail design shall be in accordance to the concept

design and any deviation from it shall be with

Employe/s consent.

5 CCTV pro.iect of this scale does not have to be
plug and play NVR system and it can be using
network storage or monitoring software
systems, what is the period that we have to give

for the monitoring software license how it is

decided?

lf it is a licensing model or NVR model it is acceptable
by us since this is a design and build Project, vendor
is open to propose their solution.
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6 UPS backup system is for one hour, is it for the

whole system?

Yes 1-hour backup is for the whole system.

7 ls the form 4.6 (vehicles and equipment's) is it
relevant for this project can you confirm if we

have to submit this form?

it's not mandatory to fill the form.

lf the design is not acceptable by the employer

do, we have to change it again. Or will we get

disqualified?

once the Project is awarded, the contractor has to

submit detail design which should be in accordance

to the Concept Design for Employe/s review and

followed by a two-way dialogue and approval. The Bid

amount shall be deemed to have included such risks

and possibilities, and there shall be no change to the

lump sum contract price for any design changes

during design review and approval.

9 lf the changes that bought during the design
stage, has an additional cost who is going to
bare that?

Since the design is in contractor's scope that means

all the relevant risks are also in the contractor's

scope. When proposing the bid, the bidders are

deemed to have considered for all those risks.

We wish to request the possibilities of adding
the below brands of CCTV and related
accessories as preferred brands

1. Vivotek lnc - Taiwan
2. Uniview - China

11 ls there is a storage area that can be locked
within one of the towers out of four, thatcould
be used as a storage facility during the entire
duration of the project?

This requirement falls under the temp land/space

requirement for the Project and hence respective

clause as stated in condition of contract, shall apply.

Although since control room & stora8e area will be

handed over to the contractor as part of site for
execution of Works, the contractor may use it to store

materials and the same shall be subjected to the

relevant conditions of contract.

t2 What are the allowed working hours for the
project and access to premise?

Normal Working hours are from 7:30 am to 5:30 pm

& Friday is day of rest.

13 As the global microchip shortage and cargo
congestion is impacting material deliveries,
would such cases be considered on submission
of valid documents from manufacturers or
freight companies?

lf such event occurs, it shall be considered under

claims and will be subjected to the respective

condition of the contract.

t4 As no cable trays or ladders have been
allocated, is it necessary to supply and install
cable ladders for vertical cables?

Proiect is design and build so vendor can use their

own methods of cable management however, ln-

building cables must be protected and prevented

from vandalism.

15 ls there a duct connecting security room from
one build to the other that can be accessed and
have enough space for optic fiber cable?

Building to building connection including all civil

works and any other required ancillary works is part

of scope of Works for the Project.

16 Should the Category 6 cables be Low Smoke
zero Halogen (LSOH) to meet any fire safety
standards?

Not mandatory.

17 should the optic fiber cable between two
towers be outdoor gel filled cables?

should be outdoor cables GYT5 fiber optic cables
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10 Yes, these brands can be considered.



18 Should the structured cabling system (both
category 6 and optic fiber) be certified for
performance using a Fluke DSX cable certifier or
similar.

Not mandatory.

19 What are the preferred brands for network
switches?

No preferred brands, but it should be compatible with

the complete designed system and must fulfil our

warranty requirements.

20 What are the preferred brands for UPS

systems?
No preferred brands, but it should be compatible with

the complete designed system and must fulfil our

warranty requirements.

27 What are the preferred brands for SAN storages
or NVR?

No preferred brands, but it should be compatible with

the complete designed system and must fulfil our

warranty requirements.

22 What are the preferred brands for VMS. No preferred brands, but it should be compatible with

the complete designed system and must fulfil our

warranty requirements.

23 What are the minimum requirements for video
analytics?

24 Tender asks for 30 days recording at'Good
Quality". Please specify minimum resolution,
frame rate and codec-

From rt80p as Minimum acceptable recording

resolution to 720p as preferable recording resolution.

Preferred frame rate is 25/30 and codec minimum

H.264 and H.265

25 ln case of any power outage the whole CCTV system

must be functioning properly for at least thr.
25 What are preferred brands from electrical

switches and circuit breakers.
ABB or Equivalent.

27 Can we propose warranty for more than l year
and would that affect evaluation criteria?

Yes, warranty for more than l year can be proposed,

but there are no merit/extra marking against this for
eva luation.

28 Can we redesign the network to reduce
switches allocation in each tower?

It is a design and build project, the bidder can propose
a design which will be subjected to review and
approval by the Employer as detailed under the 2.1.

Design stage specified under Section 7: Employer's
requirements.
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Not mandatory.

What is the preferred minimum runtime for the
U PSs?
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1. Section 7_Employer's Requirements, the maximum proiect duration has been revised as follows:

Maximum allowed project duration is 150 calendar days, whereby

Design stage is maximum 30 calendar days

Construction stage is maximum 120 calendar days

2. Section-2 lnstruction to Bidders (Bid Security) Clause 17.1, has been revr'sed as follows.

3. Section-2 lnstruction to Bidders (Sealing and Marking of Bids) Clause 20.1, has been revised as

follows.

This omendment is on integrol part of the biddinq document ond oll the omendments here should be followed os

Yours Sincerely

Fathimath N ihaya

HOUSTN6
OEVELO'iTEl{T

Director

Housing Development Corporation Ltd.
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17. Bid Security 77.7 The bidder shall furnish, as part of its bid, a bid security in the amount MVR

50,000.00 (Maldivian Rufiyaa Fifty Thousand) in the bid currency.

Bid Security Validity:
Bid Security shall be valid till 206 February 2022, a total of minimum 118
Calendar days from the date of Bid Submission.

BID VALIDITY (90 Calendar days) + 28 DAYS (Clause 17.2) = 119 6u1"nd"r O"rt

20. Sealing and

Marking of Bids

20.2

"DESIGN, SUPPLY & INSTALLATION OF CCTV SURVEILLANCE SYSTEM IN HIYAA

HOUSING PROJECT IN HULHUMALE PHASE '

DO NOT OPEN BEFORE 13:00 Hrs, 25t October 2021

24.Bid Opening 24.1 The Employer will open the bids, including modifications made pursuant to Clause

23, in the presence of bidders' representatives who choose to attend at 13:q, Hrs,

25th October 2021 at the following location:

Housing Development Corporation Ltd.

Reception, Ground Floor, HDC building,

Hulhumal6, Republic of Maldives

The bidde/s representatives who are present shall sign a register evidencing their

attendance.

Amendments bv HDC:

4. Section-2 lnstruction to Bidders (Bid Opening) Clause 24.1, has been revised as follows.

it is while submitting the bids.

The inner and outer envelopes shall

(a) be addressed to the Employer at the address provided in the Clause 24.

(b) bear the following identifacation and warning:


